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Abstract 
We introduce a purely categorical notion of Morita context between abelian categories, which 
extends the classical notion of Morita context for module categories as well as the Takeuchi’s 
notion of Morita context for comodule categories (Takeuchi, 1977). We prove an extension 
both of Morita’s theorem on categories of modules and of Talceuchi’s theorem on comodule 
categories for our general notion of Morita context. As an application of our theory, WC obtain 
an equivalence between certain comodule categories defined by any Takeuchi’s Morita context 
similar to that obtained by Nicholson-Watters for module categories at (Nicholson and Watters, 
1988). @ 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
1991 Math. Subj. Class.: 16D90; 16W30; 18E40 
0. Introduction 
The classical Morita’s theorem on equivalence of categories of modules can be per- 
formed upon the notion of Morita context (see [3]). From this viewpoint, the theorem 
says that if (R,S,RVS,S WR) is a Morita context between unitary rings R and S, then 
the functors Vr& - and W@R - form an equivalence between the categories of unital 
modules R-Mod and S-Mod if and only if the trace ideals of the context are the whole 
rings. These conditions entail strong restrictions on the Morita context. There are some 
generalizations of this theorem. The common idea is to obtain an equivalence between 
certain categories related to R-Mod and S-Mod for a Morita context without restrictions. 
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For example, it was shown in [4] that the “horn” functors associated to the context 
induce an equivalence between appropriate quotient categories of R-Mod and S-Mod. 
A different approach was given in [6], where it was proved that suitable modifications 
of the fimctors V& - and WI%R - provide an equivalence between the subcategories 
,& and SC of R-Mod and S-Mod consisting of the trace-torsion-free trace-accessible 
modules. This theorem was the motivation of our work [2], where we proposed a 
purely functorial notion of Morita context between Grothendieck categories, and we 
proved a generalization of [6, Theorem 51 for the there-called wide Morita contexts. 
On the other hand, there is a version of the Morita’s theorem on equivalence for 
categories of comodules over coalgebras, stemming from a notion of Morita context 
between two coalgebras (see [9]). Of course, the fact that the Morita-Takeuchi context 
provides an equivalence between the whole categories of comodules via the cotensor 
functors forces that the context is strict in the sense of [9]. In this paper we will show, 
for an arbitrary Morita-Takeuchi context, the existence of an equivalence between ap- 
propriate subcategories of the categories of comodules throughout certain modifications 
of the cotensor product functors (see Theorem 4.2). To do this, we introduce the notion 
of wide left Morita context between abelian categories. This is a dualization of the no- 
tion introduced in [2] for Grothendieck categories. This last concept will be called here 
wide right Morita context. We have extended our notions from Grothendieck categories 
to abelian categories because in this framework, we can use duality ideas to give an 
interpretation for wide right Morita contexts of any result on wide left Morita contexts. 
In fact, the main theorem of Section 2 (Theorem 2.4) improve the main theorem of 
[2] (see Section 3 and Theorem 3.1). 
1. Preliminaries 
If f : A 4 B and q : B -+ C are morphisms in a category, then the composite arrow 
will be denoted by g of or, sometimes, by gf. Keep the same for the composition of 
functors. By the word functor we refer to a covariant functor. 
For a category -c4, and objects A and B of &, the set of all morphisms from A to 
B will be denoted by Hom&A,B). With this notation, the opposite or dual category 
of JZZ is the category &“‘PP whose objects are the objects of & but HomdaPP(A,B) = 
Hom&B,A). Of course, the composition law of LzZ”PP is the composition of & in 
the reversed order. Every fimctor F : d + 9? can be considered as well as a func- 
tor F : d“PP 4 2P’P. The notion of complete, cocomplete and locally small abelian 
category is that of [7]. Categories of this type are the Grothendieck categories (the 
completeness can be deduced from the Gabriel-Popescu Theorem [7, Theorem X.4.1 
and Corollary X.4.41). 
Now, we will recall briefly some facts about “torsion theory”. A detailed amount can 
be found in [7, Ch. VI]. A preradical r of an abelian category L&’ is a subfimctor of the 
identity functor Id. An object A of LZJ is said to be r-torsion free (resp. r-torsion) if 
r(A) = 0 (resp. r(A) = A). The full subcategory of ~2 consisting of all the r-torsion-free 
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(resp. r-torsion) objects of & will be denoted by F(u) (resp. F(r)). If A is r-torsion 
and B is r-torsion free, then Horn&A, B) = 0. A preradical r is said to be idempotent 
if r(r(A)) = r(A) for every object A of d. A preradical is a radical if r(A/r(A)) = 0 
for every object A of d. Assume that & is complete, cocomplete and locally small. 
A class C of objects of J&’ is said to be a pretorsion class (resp. pretorsion-free class) 
if C is closed under quotient objects and coproducts (resp. subobjects and products). 
If, in addition, C is closed under extensions, we speak of torsion (resp. torsion-free) 
classes. The assignment r H F(r) provides a bijective correspondence between the 
pretorsion classes of d and the idempotent preradicals of &. Dually, the assignment 
r H 9(r) is a bijective correspondence between the pretorsion-free classes of d 
and the radicals of ~2. These correspondences specialize to bijective correspondences 
between idempotent radicals and torsion (resp. torsion-free) classes. In particular, there 
is a bijective correspondence between torsion and torsion-free classes. 
Let C be a full subcategory of an abelian category d. An injective object E of Se 
cogenerates C if Horn&C, E) # 0 for every nonzero object C of C. Analogously, a 
projective object P generates C if Horn&P, C) # 0 for every object C of C. 
2. Equivalences of categories 
Consider s4 and 93 abelian categories. A wide left Morita context for s&’ and 99 
is a pair of left exact functors 
together with natural transformations q : 1.4 + FG and p : lg + GF that satisfy the 
following compatibility conditions: 
l G(~A ) = PG.4 for every A E d. 
l F(ps) = typo for every BE 93. 
The wide left Morita context will be denoted by (JX!, S?‘, G, F,q,p). Now we will 
consider idempotent radicals r : d + d and s: 93 -+ ~$9, such that G(B(r)) C 9(s) 
and F(F(s)) 2 F(r). In this case we will say that 
S = (d,%G,F,?,p,r,s) 
is a left preequivalence situation. 
Define G* =sG and F* =rF, and consider, for A E &f and B E 93, the canonical injec- 
tions UA : G*A --f GA and bs : F*B + FB. In this way we have natural transformations 
o? : G* + G and /3 : F* 4 F. Observe that G’ and F* preserve monomorphisms. 
Proposition 2.1. Let incs(,) : F(r) + JZZ and incr(,) : F(s) -+ ~49 denote the inclusion 
functors. There are natural transformations 
$ : inc,y(,.) + FG’ 
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and 
p+ : incr(,) -+ GF* 
such that Y]A = F(MA) o yl for every r-torsion object A of d and pB = G(/?B) o pi for 
every s-torsion object B of 93’. 
Proof. We need only to prove the existence of r] +. Given a r-torsion object A of d, 
consider GA -+ C the cokernel of the monomorphism a,4 : G*A + GA. Since F is a 
left exact functor, we have the following commutative diagram with exact upper row 
F(3 
0 - FG”ApFGA i F(C) 
z. 
A 0 
where FGA 4 K is the cokernel of F(c(A) and, so, F(CIA) is its kernel. Moreover, the 
exactness of the upper row guarantees the existence of the embedding K + F(C). Since 
C is s-torsion-free, we have that F(C) is r-torsion-free, whence K is r-torsion-free. 
This entails that any homomorphism from A to K has to be the zero map. Therefore, 
qAf is uniquely determined by the condition F(CIA ) o qi = VA. Now we will show that 
the foregoing construction gives a natural transformation $ : incr(,) -+ FG*. To check 
the naturality, take any d-morphism f : A + A’ and consider the diagram 
FG*A 
FG*f 
) FG* A’ 
tl: 
FGf 
FGA F FGA’ & 
f 
with commutative triangles and trapezia. The fact that F(c(A~ ) is a monomorphism 
allows to argue on this diagram to obtain that the rectangle commutes, that is, vi, o f = 
FG*f or/;. 0 
Proposition 2.2. There are natural transformations 
r/* : lFc,) --+ F*G* 
and 
,o* : l,-(,) 4 G*F* 
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such that 4; = PGeA o y; for every r-torsion object A of ~2 and pi = CIF-B o pg for 
every s-torsion object B of 3. 
Proof. Given an r-torsion object A of &, let FG*A + C be the cokemel of the 
monomorphism &A : F*G*A + FG*A. Since C is s-torsionfree, the only morphism 
from A to C is the zero morphism. This implies that there exists a unique morphism 
~2 : A + F* G*A making the following diagram commutative: 
0 F F*G*A 
B G’A ) FG*A -c-o 
f. 
0 L . 
tl.4 
0: 
.I/ 
A 
This construction defines a natural transformation yl* : 1,-c,) + F*G*. The proof is 
similar to that of Proposition 2.1. 0 
Remark 2.3. It is not difficult to show that the fimctors F* and G* and the natural 
transformations yl* and p* satisfy the following relations: 
l G*($) = &*A for every object A in Y(Y). 
l F*(P$) = @*B for every object B in Y(s). 
Our aim is to give a sufficient condition on the preequivalence data to obtain that G* 
and F’ form an equivalence between certain full subcategories of .&’ and 9?‘. We will 
say that an object A of J!J is y-coaccessible if y]A is a monomorphism. Analogously, 
we can define p-coaccessible objects 93. For a preequivalence situation S we will 
denote by d(S) the full subcategory of d whose objects are the q-coaccesible and 
r-torsion ones. Analogously, a(S) will be the full subcategory of 3? consisting of the 
p-coaccessible objects and s-torsion objects. 
Theorem 2.4. Assume that there are injective objects E in d and W in 99 such 
that E cogenerates every r-torsion object of d and W cogenerates every s-torsion 
object of 99. If Ker(yE) is r-torsionfree and Ker(pw) is s-torsion free, then the 
functors 
G* : d(S) @ B(S) : F* 
dejine an equivalence of categories via the natural transformations y* and p*. 
Proof. Let A be an object of d(S). We have to prove first that G*A belongs to 
&J(S). Since G’A is s-torsion, it suffices to show that it is p-coaccessible. But this is a 
consequence of the equality GF(uA ) o PG*A = PGA o CCA. NOW, we will prove that ~2 is 
an isomorphism. From Propositions 2.1 and 2.2 it can be easily deduced that $ is a 
monomorphism. Thus, we have only to show that Coker (y; )=O. Every homomorphism 
from Coker (~2) to E is determined by z : F’G’A -+ E such that z o y; = 0. We will 
prove that z = 0. 
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First, we claim that it suffices to prove that 
YEOZ=o. (1) 
In fact, if VE oz = 0 then there is a morphism f such that the following diagram 
commutes: 
F*G* A 
But we assume that Ker (VE) is r-torsion free, and F* G*A is r-torsion, whence f = 0 
and, so, z = 0. 
To prove that Y]E oz = 0 we will show first 
G(rl;)o~ = P&A- 
Consider the following diagram: 
(2) 
GFG” A 
‘WG(,) 
GFGA 
/Yp,y~ ‘1 
Pc* A GF*G*A PG.4 
G*A 
We have to show that the bottom triangle commutes. By Proposition 2.1, the left 
triangle commutes. Moreover, the square commutes by the natural&y of p and the 
right triangle commutes by Propositions 2.1 and 2.2. Since GF(cQ)o G(/&*A) is a 
monomorphism, we can deduce from these facts that the bottom triangle commutes. 
Thus, (2) holds. This gives 
G(z) o & = G(z)oG(y;)o~ =G(ZO~I;)OCQ =O. (3) 
Finally, let us prove (1). Since E is injective and &A is a monomorphism, there is 
z’ : FG*A + Z making the following diagram commutative: 
E 
By Proposition 2.1 and (3). 
G(z’) o PG*A = G(z’) o G(~G*A) 0 pzsA = G(z’ 0 &*A) 0 pi*A = G(Z) 0 P&*A = 0. 
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Thus, have the commutative diagram 
FG*A F(PG.,)=‘IFG~ FGFG* A 
y 1~’ x lFezf) 
F*G*A ’ +E 1 FGE 
and we obtain that z = 0. 
We have proved that every homomorphism from Coker (~2) to E is zero. Since E 
is a cogenerator, Coker (~2) has to be zero. 0 
Corollary 2.5. Let (~2, 98, G, F, y, p) be a wide left Morita context. Assume that there 
are injective cogenerators E of d and W of 59. Then the functors 
form an equivalence of categories via the natural transformations r]and p if and only 
if VE and pw are monomorphisms. 
3. Duality 
Consider & and LB abelian categories. A wide right Morita context for d and 39 
is a pair of right exact fimctors 
together with natural transformations q : FG ---f ld and p : GF + 1~ that satisfy the 
following compatibility conditions: 
l G(QJ ) = PGA for every A E d, 
l F(ps) = ~FB for every BE 99. 
This notion was introduced in [2] for _& and W Grothendieck categories with the name 
of wide Morita context. We will here obtain an improved version of [2, Theorem 2.61 
from Theorem 2.4. To do this, let us define a right preequivalence situation 
for the categories LX! and 59 to be a wide right Morita context 
together with idempotent radicals r : d + d and s : 33 + B such that G(Y(r)) C Y(s) 
and F(Y(s)) C Y(r). 
If d is a category, then its opposite category d ‘PP is also an abelian category. Any 
wide right Morita context 
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gives a wide left Morita context 
(dopp, 9Ppp, G, F, y, p). 
On the other hand, given an idempotent radical r : d 4 ~2, we can define an idempo- 
tent radical r”PP : d”PP -+ d“‘PP by putting r”PP(A)=A/r(A) for every object A in LPPP. 
It is easy to see that the r”rP-torsion objects of d ‘PP are precisely the r-torsion-free 
objects of d, and the Pi+‘-torsion-free objects of d OPP are the r-torsion objects of d. 
Therefore, given a right preequivalence situation 
we have got a left preequivalence situation 
Fix the right preequivalence situation S and let us say that an object A of d is q- 
accessible whenever PIA is an epimorphism. Consider d(S) the full subcategory of & 
whose objects are the r-torsion-free q-accessible ones. Analogously, we define the full 
subcategory B(S) of 39 consisting of the s-torsion-free p-accessible objects of 39. 
From the functors G and F we can define G* : d 4 93 and F* : 93 + d by putting 
G*A = GA/s(GA) for every object A in d and F*B = FB/r(FB) for every object B 
in 99. In fact, the definitions can be done with respect the opposite wide left Morita 
context Sopp. With this formalism, we can apply the theory developed in Section 2 to 
obtain natural transformations q* : F*G* + l&(s) and p* : G*F* + lg(s), which allows 
to rephrase Theorem 2.4 as follows. 
Theorem 3.1. Assume that d and g have projective objects P and Q, respectively, 
such that P generates every r-torsion-free object of d and Q generates every s- 
torsion-free object of 93. If Coker (yip) is r-torsion and Coker (pQ) is s-torsion, then 
the functors 
G* : d(S) FI B(S): F* 
define an equivalence of categories via the natural transformations q* and p*. 
Of course, we can deduce the following corollary. 
Corollary 3.2. Let (&,9, G, F,q,p) be a wide right Morita context. Assume that 
there are projective generators P of d and Q of ?8. Then the functors 
form an equivalence of categories via the natural transformations v] and p if and only 
if yp and pQ are epimorphisms. 
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4. Morita-Takeuchi contexts 
Fix a commutative field k. Let C be a coalgebra over k with comultiplication d : C + 
C @ C and counit E: C -+ k. We refer to [8] for the details. The dual space C* = 
Homk(C, k) can be canonically endowed with structure of k-algebra. The structure map 
for a right C-comodule M will be denoted by 3, ,,J : A4 + M 123 C. The coalgebra C can 
be considered as a right C-comodule with structure map lc = d . The right C-comodules 
together with the C-colinear maps between them form a Grothendieck category JZ< 
In fact, ~2” is isomorphic to a closed subcategory of the category C*-Mod of all left 
modules over C*. In particular, the C-colinear maps between C-comodules are precisely 
the C*-linear maps between them. 
The right C-subcomodules of C are called right coideals of C. Left coideals are 
defined similarly. It is not hard to see that if W is a k-vector space and X is a right 
C-comodule, then W @X is a right C-comodule with structure map 1~ @ 2~ : W 63X + 
W @X @ C. Moreover, if W is a right C-comodule, then the structure map 2~ : W + 
W @ C becomes C-colinear. 
Consider coalgebras C and D. Following [9], a C-D-bicomodule M is a left C- 
comodule and right D-comodule such that the C-comodule structure map PM : A4 -+ 
C @ M is D-colinear or, equivalently, that the D-comodule structure map & : A4 + 
A4 63 D is C-colinear. 
Assume that X and Y are, respectively, right and left comodules over a coalge- 
bra C. The cotensor product X 0~ Y is defined as the kernel of the morphism 2~ I% 
I, - Ix @ 2~ = :X @ Y + X @ C @ Y. If ~A40 is a C-D-bicomodule and DNE is a 
D-E-bicomodule, then the comodule structure maps 2~ : M 4 C @ M and 2,~ :N + 
N@E induce the structure maps ~MODIN:MODN + (C@M)ODN=C@(MO~N) 
and Z~U~&:MO~N + M&(N @ E) = (M&N) @ E with which M&N is a 
bicomodule. Moreover, A4 0, N is a left C- and right E-subcomodule of A4 @N. Con- 
sider the structure of right C-comodule on X @ C defined by 1 @ d, then X q c C is 
a C-subcomodule of X $3 C. Moreover there is a comodule isomorphism XQ C sz 
X given by x @ c -+ X(C). Let 6~ be the inverse isomorphism and let us denote 
by i:XOcC+X@JC the inclusion map. The following diagram is 
commutative: 
The following is the notion of Morita context between coalgebras introduced in [9]. 
Definition 4.1. A A4orita-Takeuchi context (C, D, cA40, ~Nc, f, g) consists of coalge- 
bras C and D, bicomodules ~A40 and DNC, and bicolinear maps f : C + MI&N and 
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g : D + N&M making the following diagrams commute: 
M-MI&D N-N&C 
1 109 1o.f 
C&M f’riMQ,N&M Di-J,N go’, N&Ml-&N 
Let us fix a Morita-Takeuchi context (C, D, &I D, DNC, f, g). From [9] we know that 
this context defines two left exact functors 
which will be called coinduction functors. There are also natural transformations 
~:Z~~+-QMO~Nandp:Z~~--+-l&NO~MdefinedforX~~~andY~~~ 
in the following way. We know the existence of natural colinear isomorphisms 6~ :X + 
X&C and yy: Y 4 Y&D. Define 
and 
The 
is a 
rx =(Zx~cf)o~x 
PY = (ZY q D g) o YY. 
foregoing facts, together with [9, Remark 2.41, prove that 
(J@, AD, -UC M - ‘Jc N, r, P) 
wide left Morita context. 
Our next proposal is to prove a version for comodules of [6, Theorem 51. Recall 
that a k-subspace A of a coalgebra C is said to be a subcoalgebra of C whenever 
A(A) 2 A @A. It is well known that a left and right coideal of C is a subcoalgebra of 
C. Therefore, Ker f and Ker g are subcoalgebras of C and D, respectively. 
If A is a subcoalgebra of C then Al = {f E C’ : f(a) = Ob’a E A} is an ideal of C*. 
It is easy to show that 
rA ={X~cdif~:Ab=X} (5) 
is a torsion class in dc. Therefore, there is an idempotent radical rf : AC + AC 
such that its associated torsion class is yxerf. Analogously, we consider the idempotent 
radical rs : AD + AD. The cotensor functors can be modified as follows. For X E AC, 
define XQ M = T-,(X&M) and, for Y E ~3’ D, define Y q , N = rf( Y q , N). We will 
prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.2. Let 
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be a Morita-Takeuchi context. Consider the full subcategories 
Cc = {X E ~2” : (Annx((Ker f)‘) = 0 and (Ker f)‘X = X} 
and 
CD = {YE AD : (Anny((Ker g)‘) = 0 and (Ker g)‘Y = Y}. 
Then the jiunctors 
-O&4:CC P co:-Q)JV 
form an equivalence of categories. 
WriteXAY=d-‘(X@C+C@Y), where X, Y are subspaces of C. By [8, Proposition 
_ 1 
9.0.0.(c)], the “wedge” A is associative. Define recursively A”X =X A (A”-’ X), for 
n > 0, and AoX = 0. Put A” X = UnzO A”X. If A is a subcoalgebra of C, then A” A 
is a subcoalgebra of C for w = 0, 1,. _. , co. 
For every C-comodule X, there is an associated subcoalgebra C(X) of C [ 1, p. 1291. 
Now, for any subcoalgebra A of C, define 
CA ={XU=:C(X)CA}. (6) 
It is immediate that X E CA if and only if Ax(X) LX @ A. Therefore, by [5, Theo- 
rem 4.21, CA is a closed subcategory of k?” and 
C~={XE&:A~X=o}. (7) 
Lemma 4.3. Let A be a subcoalgebra of C and let FA denote the torsion-free class 
associated to the torsion class &. Then, for any natural number n, 
Proof. Let YE C,,“A, X E r~ and 4 E Horn&X, Y). From [8, Proposition 9.0.0.(a)] 
we can easily deduce that 
(Al)” C((A’)“)ll = (A” A)+ 
Therefore, 
X = (Al)‘% = (A” A)+ 
and, thus, 4(X) c(A” A)lY = 0. This proves that rj = 0 and, therefore, Cnm~ C gA. 
By [5, Theorem 4.2, Proposition 4.81 C ,.,-A is a hereditary torsion class closed under 
direct products. If we consider C Am~ as torsion-free class, then its associated torsion 
class is y,,m~. Since torsion and torsion-free classes determine each one the other, it 
follows that 9j-d = C,,=A. Finally, since J F,,m~ C ye, it follows that 9~ C FAOO~ = 
C AC-A. 0 
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Proof of Theorem 4.2. We will prove that (AC, AD, - 0~ M, - q , N, q, p, of, rs) is a 
preequivalence situation and that Ker v]x (resp. Ker Py) is rf-torsion free (resp. rs- 
torsion free) for every X E JG” (resp. YE AD). Therefore, Theorem 4.2 will be a 
consequence of Theorem 2.4. 
First, let us prove that 
Ker vx E Cxer f for every X E AC. (8) 
A routine computation shows that ;Ix(Ker VX) &X@Ker f. This implies that (Ker f)l 
Ker nx = 0 and, thus, (8) holds. Now, let A be any subcoalgebra of C. An easy 
consequence of diagram (1) is that for every X E CA 
X!L&C=XOcA. (9) 
Since (AC, AD, - 0~ M, •~ N, q, p) is a wide left Morita context we have P~Q+ = 
vx 0~ 1~ and, therefore, 
By (9), XOC COcM =X&A QM and, thus, 
(10) 
If X, Y, 2 are vector subspaces of C, then X c ZA Y if and only if Y’X G Z. This allows 
to prove by induction on n that the bicomodule /(A” Ker f) belongs to C,,“-lKer f for 
every positive integer it. Therefore, for every right C-comodule X, 
(11) 
Now we are ready to prove that 
IfXE%;K,,fthenXOCME%_Kerg. (12) 
Assume that X is a finite-dimensional comodule. By Lemma 4.3, X E Camper f. By (6) 
C(X) 2 A” Ker f. Since C(X) is finite-dimensional, it follows that C(X) C A” Ker f 
for some n and, hence, X E CA”xer f. Therefore, if we prove 
If x E CA”Ker f then X UC M E %Ker 9 (13) 
then (12) holds in the finite-dimensional case. We proceed by induction on IZ. If n = 1 
and XEC& f then, by (lo), pxaM = 0. By the version for p of (8), X Q M = 
Ker P~Q~ECK~~ By Lemma 4.3, (13) holds for n= 1. Let n > 1 and X E C,,“xer f. 
By (11) and the induction hypothesis, XCIC f(A” Ker f) Q M E %_Ker 9. By 
(lo), ImPXaMGXOcf(A\“Ker f)‘QM. Therefore, Imp,p,E%x,,,. Since 
Ker pX~M belongs to Cxer 9, it follows that Ker pxaM E %_Ker 9 (Lemma 4.3). Since 
% xer B is closed under extensions, we have proved (13) and, therefore, (12) in the case 
that X is finite-dimensional. If X is any right C-comodule, then we can write X as 
direct union of finite-dimensional subcomodules. Moreover, - 0~ M is a direct limit 
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preserving left exact functor. This entails that X&M can be expressed as direct union 
of subcomodules which belong to 9xer 4. It is not difficult now to see that XOc M is 
itself r,-torsion free. This finishes the proof of (12). 
The last part of the proof of Theorem 4.2 consist in checking that a right C-comodule 
X is q-coaccesible if and only if Annx(Ker f)’ =O. For a right C-comodule X, let us 
denote by t,(X) the greatest subcomodule of X that belongs to Cxerf. By [5, Theo- 
rem 4.21, Armx((Ker f)l) = 0 if and only if t&Y) = 0. We claim that t,(X) = Ker vx 
for every right C-comodule X. Once this claim is proved, the proof is finished. We 
know that Ker Rex E Cxer f, so that Ker qx C tf(X). Since ye is a natural transformation, 
the following square commutes: 
where the horizontal maps are monomorphisms. Therefore, 
Ker Q,(X) = Ker vx n t&V. 
Now, Ker qt,(x) = t&Y) and, thus, tf(X) c Ker VX. This entails the equality t&Y) = 
Ker qx, which finishes the proof. 0 
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